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All Things Green in the Eastern Sierra

Tammy Hooper recently received the National Association of
REALTORS® Green Designation. See her column on page 10.
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Sara Pfeifer fills the gap between farmer and market in the Sierra
By Kirkner

“

If everyone who was
injured and laid up for
more than a month
thought of something to
do for this community, this
place would be bitchin’,” said
Sierra Bounty Produce Collective’s Executive Director Sara
Pfeifer.
And she knows what she’s
talking about. After breaking
off the cartilage in her ankle
during a climbing injury last
year, Pfeifer was couch-bound
for several months and had a
lot of time to think.
“I realized that with the
limited job market here if I
was going to have a career I
would have to create it myself,” Pfeifer explained. “So I
thought about what I would

really want to do if I could do
anything and I decided that I
wanted to enrich food.”
A city-lover at heart, Pfeifer
set out to try and bring whole
food options like those available in cities to Mammoth
Lakes by setting up a system
that would help support local
farmers in the long-term as
well as make organic, tasty
foods available to interested
parties living in the remote
towns of the Eastern Sierra.
“I started bringing the
idea up to people and it really gained momentum,”
she said. “People didn’t feel
like the Farmer’s Markets
were enough. So I started to
become accountable even
though no one believed I
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L-R: Andrea Jones (owner, Stellar Brew), Sara Pfeifer and Kathy
Hilimire

would really go through with
it.”
Just as her interest in starting a CSA (community supported agriculture) program
started to wane, Pfeifer found
herself back on the couch.
“I was pounding aspirin
and skiing when I shouldn’t
have been,” Pfeifer said. She
eventually tore her ACL in the
same foot she had injured
before. “It brought me back to
the project, which I felt was a
sign.”
And so, Sierra Bounty Produce Collective was born, a
first of its kind organization in
the area. Pfeifer began talking
with local farmers to see what
they needed.
“Many of them were on the
brink of selling their farms
because they have to go so far
to sell their product,” she said.
Oftentimes the money they
made at farmer’s markets was
just enough to cover the cost
of their gas.
So Pfeifer began to ask them
what they would think about
her acting as their intermediary.
“Many of them were skeptical,” she admitted. “They
didn’t trust me.”
One farmer, however, decided to take a chance on her.
Joel Ellis of Simis Ranch got
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By Geisel

R

on Cohen recently took
over at the helm as the
new Mammoth Mountain Ski Area (MMSA) Director of Government Relations
and Environmental Affairs.
Though his background
wouldn’t suggest he’s the obvious choice for this position,
his slow and steady approach
should keep the Mountain
from getting derailed on the
green track.
Not having had a prior job
as an environmental coordinator, Cohen was admittedly
“green” when it comes to being green.
“Having been exposed to
conservationism at a young
age, there wasn’t any particular moment when I realized
I was environmentally conscious or green,” he said.
Years of family camping,
Boy Scouts and dozens of
backpack trips in the Sierra
certainly had their impact.
One event, however, was
an eye-opener that helped
shaped his approach. “In college, I volunteered to obtain
signatures supporting the
Clear Air Act (of 1990),” Cohen
recalled. Part of the Act paved
the way for MTBE to be added
to gasoline. “It makes gasoline
cleaner burning, but what we
didn’t know while we were

gathering signatures is that it
can destroy groundwater and
it’s virtually unrecoverable,”
he added.
If you’ve ever pumped gas
labeled with the term “oxygenated,” you’ve used MTBE. An
acronym for methyl tertiary
butyl ether, a fairly simple
molecule that is created from
methanol, MTBE is added to
gasoline to boost octane and
(ideally) reduce the amount
of unburned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide in the
exhaust.
MTBE started getting added
to gasoline in significant
quantites the Clean Air Act
went into effect. Gasoline can
contain as much as 10 percent to 15 percent MTBE. The
main problem with MTBE is
that it may be carcinogenic
and mixes easily with water. If
gasoline that contains MTBE
leaks from an underground
tank, it can get into groundwater and contaminate wells.
No surprise that its use is being challenged in court.
“The lesson: don’t rely on
technology that’s not proven,
and can have potentially
disastrous results,” Cohen observed. That led him to adopt
the methodology he uses
today: “Look for actions, large

see COHEN, page 9

pets and their carbon footprints
Owners of Mammoth Pet Shop think size all depends on the humans
By Kirkner

Y

our pet’s carbon footprint
depends on you. At least
that’s what local owners of
Mammoth Pet Shop, Stephanie
Wolff and Michael Munson think,
which is why they took exception
to the story The Green Sheet ran
in its Earth Day issue, “Fido or the
environment?”
“It’s hard to believe that a dog’s
carbon footprint is as large or
twice that of an SUV,” Munson
said in reference to the article
that claimed man’s best friend
was more harmful than its soccer
mom vehicle counterpart. “I
would like to see where the
statistics are coming from and
whether or not they are being
based on worst-case scenarios.”
Munson and Wolff strongly
believe that the bulk of a dog’s
necessities actually come from
waste products made for humans.
For example, cattle that are
using the land are already being
raised for human consumption;
dog food manufacturers are
just getting the leftovers for
their product. So if dogs were
not around and food not being
produced for them, where would
all that waste go?
Speaking of waste, Munson and
Wolff, who admit they do not
have formal educations in carbon
footprints but are self-taught
through trial and error, think that
animal poo, another issue from
the article, can also be managed
and is not any more harmful to
the environment than human
waste.
“Human waste is just as bad,
but ours is just outta sight, outta
mind,” Munson said.
Instead of wasting time
worrying about the damage
the dog poo is doing, start
implementing ways in your own
daily routine that help it break
down more efficiently.
Not only can doggie poo be
used as fertilizer, according to
the two, “You can create a doggie
septic system in your backyard,”

Munson said. If put in the proper
bags when picked up, it can
compost or biodegrade without
harm. Not any bag will do,
however, and according to Wolff,
Vons bags are the worst.
If you are picking up your dog’s
poo with a Vons bag, it would
actually be the lesser of two evils
to just leave the poo where it
lies than to use the Vons bag, the
couple said. Vons bags do not
biodegrade or compost once
thrown into a dark trash can. Vons
bags are only photodegradable,
which means you would have to
chuck that bag of poo out into the
forest where it could get plenty of
sunlight in order to get it to break
down, Munson said sarcastically.
The Town, under the direction
of former Human Resources
Director Michael Grossblatt,
changed the poo bags they use
to green bags that compost over
time. Mammoth Pet Shop offers
black bags that biodegrade.
According to Munson and Wolff,
both products get a thumbs up for
being green.
So that’s food and waste, what
about damage Fido as well as
Felix do to wildlife?
“Putting a bell on your cat’s
collar if you are going to let it out
at night will help keep it from
being able to catch the songbirds,
but might still give them a chance
against the mice,” Wolff said.
Getting rid of mice, especially in
the Eastern Sierra where they are
known to carry the hantavirus
might not be considered a bad
thing. “Also, by letting your cat out
at night you are allowing them to
use the natural habitat as their
litter box rather than having to
buy more kitty litter,” Wolff added.
Clay-based kitty litters not
only use strip-mining to garner
their product, they also contain
harmful chemicals for you and
your pet, according to Wolff. To
get the most environmental bang
for your buck, buy litters made
with corn. While corn is not good
in dog food (or human food for
that matter) because it does
not digest well, it’s great in litter
because it’s all-natural. Mammoth
Pet does not sell any clay litter
products, Wolff pointed out.
Disposablility of products
should be considered for your pet,
just as you should be considering

it for your own day to day life.
Consider buying toys and beds
that may cost a bit more but will
last longer rather than buying
the $1.99 sale item only to have
your dog shred it in two seconds
and then have to come back to
buy another. Similar to human
consumption, paying more up
front often is better in the long
run. For example, organic food
costs more but feeding your body
fruits and veggies without the
pesticides could save you from
getting cancer or some other
undesireable disease, same goes
for pets. The better the food is
that you put into their bodies, the
less waste they will produce on
the other end.
While Mammoth Pet offers a
plethora of green products, some
of Munson’s and Wolff’s favorites
are: Origin dog food from
Champion, The Honest Kitchen
dog food, and West Paw toys
which recycles chewed up dog
toys that pet owners send in.
“Similar to how Patagonia
recycles clothes,” Wolff explained.
The shop owners also
recommend adopting your pets
whenever possible, another form
of recycling, and shopping locally
to avoid increasing your carbon
footprint by driving 100 miles just
to buy your dog food.
“Ultimately it [a pet’s carbon
footprint] leads back to humans,
not pets,” Munson said. “You’d
have to be very irresponsible to
have your pet’s footprint match
that of an SUV’s. If you’re not
going green yourself, then don’t
have a pet.”
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He may be big, but the only way this guy’s carbon footprint is going to end up
larger than an SUV’s is if his owner let’s it.
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Making our way to energy storage
Jimmy Buffett, The Holy Grail and The Manhattan Project
By Rick Phelps
“Clichés. Good ways to say what
you mean ... mean what you say.”
-Jimmy Buffett, 1975

I

hadn’t thought about the Holy
Grail since an old Indiana
Jones movie and was a little
surprised when someone said
that it was becoming a cliché to
refer to energy storage as the Holy
Grail of renewable energy. My
mind immediately recalled the
lyrics of an old Buffett song and I
realized Jimmy may have it right:
say what you mean ... mean what
you say. When it comes to the
future, energy storage IS the Holy
Grail. Without storage, flexibility
is lost and progress stalls.
But what is energy storage? Storage includes batteries
large and small, compressed
air, pumped water systems, fly
wheels and a host of other ideas,
both new and old. All generally
work, but the limiting criteria are
cost and scale. The cost question
is whether it costs less to store a
kilowatt than it does to generate
it. The scale issue relates to the
application, but generally refers
to the amount of energy needed
to be stored. For example, large
lead-acid batteries might work
fine for a home with a 4-kilowatt
load, but not so well for a utilitysized wind project with a capacity
of 25 megawatts.
To put the energy storage issue
in perspective, think about its
impact on remote communities
in the Eastern Sierra. Electricity
could be stored locally and additional distribution lines — at a
cost of millions — would be unnecessary.
Private sector companies,
the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE), and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) are making progress on

HSEF Executive Director Rick Phelps

energy storage cost and scale,
but there are not yet any major
breakthroughs, and the need for
more storage in renewable energy
continues to grow.
The quest for this Holy Grail is
critical for at least three compelling reasons.
First, two major forms of renewable energy – wind and solar —
are intermittent and not necessarily generated at the same time
there is electricity demand. Often
the actual capacities of wind and
solar projects are less than 50
percent of stated capacity and
said capacity needs to be backed
up from conventional sources
such as natural gas or coal. If
the energy generated could be
stored economically for later use,
the renewable projects would be
more economically viable as they
could always “sell” their capacity and might be able to reduce
their invested capital with a more
efficient operation. Plus the land
use footprint for wind and solar
might be lessened.
Second, if renewable energy
is more efficient due to effective storage, there will be less
need to ensure that conventional
generation capacity is available
as backup. Fewer conventional
power plants will need to be built
and transmission capacity might
be reduced if large electricity imports were not necessary to meet
the demands of a high-renewable
region, if production was not up
to capacity.
Third, energy storage can be

ENVIRO TICKER: IF
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used to make the grid more efficient and optimize transmission
and distribution capacity. This
gets complicated, but the easiest
way to explain it is that if inputs
into the grid are predictable,
it’s a lot easier and economic to
manage. In that way, the grid
and storage become a lot like our
own financial budget — when we
know what’s coming in, it’s a lot
easier to manage what goes out.
If energy storage is truly the
Holy Grail, where are the speeches demanding that we triple
our capacity by 2020 or that the
United States become the energy
storage technology center for
the world? You don’t hear those
speeches because energy storage
is pretty dull stuff and certainly
neither sexy nor photogenic, but
if we were to solve the problem,
storage would indeed be the Holy
Grail, which brings us to The
Manhattan Project.
To the baby boom generation
the Manhattan Project is well
known, but to those lucky enough
to be younger, it’s a little more
obscure and even ancient history.
The Manhattan Project had its
start in 1939 when Albert Einstein wrote to President Roosevelt
warning him that the Germans
were likely developing a nuclear
weapon with great destructive
power, and the United States

should counter the German effort
with its own initiative. President
Roosevelt accepted this challenge
and committed the government
to this endeavor and by 1942
the Manhattan Project was well
underway.
The Project culminated with the
successful test of the first nuclear
weapon in July 1945 and, following the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August
1945, the end of World War II.
Over 125,000 scientists and staff
at no fewer than 30 sites around
the country had fathered this
technology and spent $22 billion
in today’s dollars. Solutions were
found to problems thought at
that time to be unsolvable.
The Manhattan Project is
symbolic of what can be accomplished with an all-out effort and
many, including Bill Gates, have
called for a “Manhattan Project”
in renewable energy, regardless
of the cost or risk. This seems a
worthy idea, but wouldn’t it make
more sense to first solve the “critical-path” issue of energy storage?
Otherwise, what are we going to
do with all that renewable energy
once we have it?
Rick Phelps is Executive Director
of the High Sierra Energy Foundation. The views expressed in this
column are those of the author
and not necessarily those of his
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The Manhattan Project helped create American’s first nuclear bomb
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Klassen’s fun house of mirrors
A visit to Wave Rave owner’s solar-powered home
By Wolf

B

efore I parked my car in front of
Wave Rave owner Steve Klassen’s house, I had a preconceived notion that I would encounter
some version of Rob Dyrdek’s Fantasy
Factory. Though his home hosts a mini
ramp, trampoline, horses, pole vault
pit and swimming pool, the feature
that one really takes away from Klassen’s residence is an overwhelming
sense of sustainability.
I honestly hate using that word, as I
feel it’s more overused than “guesstimation” and Gaga. Regardless, it’s the
only suitable verb to describe a backyard filled with lush vegetable gardens,
an array of solar panels and a natural
spring-fed hot tub.
As Klassen leads me through his
yard, he scampers around with an
eagerness to display the intricacies of
his green acres, sort of like a celebrity

on MTV’s “Cribs,” only Klassen’s not
excited about cars and flat screen TVs,
he’s pumped to show me his solar
panels.
“It’s all integrated,” says Klassen as
he points to the panels (generating
roughly 10 kilowatts) which cover his
roof, barn and a solar strip along his
back fence. “The panels power the
house, heat the pool, irrigate 4 acres
and run the pump (from the well) for
the hot tub and stream.”
Klassen made the switch to solar
a few years when the rising costs for
powering his home and pool made
him question exactly how big his
carbon footprint actually was. “I didn’t
used to think about where my electricity was coming from,” says Klassen, as
he dips his hand in the hot tub, “A few
years ago I was paying $1,000 a month
just to run my swimming pool.”
After setting up the panels, Klassen
now pays only $1,500 a year which is a
considerable drop from an estimated
$6,500. “It feels good to be aware of
these things and then have that awareness influence my decisions,” he said.
Though Klassen admits the decision
to switch to solar energy came with
a $90,000 price tag, the government
rebates lowered the cost considerably.
An investment in solar panels yields a
20% rebate from Southern California
Energy and a 30% rebate from the federal government. “I figure the whole
setup will pay for itself in about six
years,” says Klassen.
Though Klassen’s configuration is
considered to be robust, scaled down
versions run about $10-12 per watt.

Solar-powered fun at the Klassen compound.
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Steve Klassen shows off his natural, spring-fed hot tub.
An average solar panel setup can be
installed for about $37,000 depending
on your home’s location, angle of panels and how much power your home
consumes. According to www.solarelectric.com, a home equipped with
solar panels can realize lower electric
bills on the order of about 40-50%.
Klassen’s home is a great example
of what an investment in renewable

energy can do to cut home energy
usage and monthly costs. “I plan on
getting a few more panels to get rid of
that 1,500 a year bill,” said Klassen.
Is there’s anything he does that’s not
green? “Well, I’ve got a lot of animals,
so to be honest with you, I throw away
my horse crap. If you know anyone
that needs some, let me know,” Klassen responded.

REFRIGERATORS, WE COULD ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR 20-30 POWER ->
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Community Calendar and Connections
SNOWCREEK GOES GREEN
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The field trip to Mammoth Community Water District’s wastewater treatment plant is
often the most dramatic portion of the LivingWise® program. This year one student even
wore a mask.

LIVINGWISE EQUALS SUCCESS

T

he LivingWise® program,
sponsored by the Mammoth
Community Water District, the
High Sierra Energy Initiative,
and Southern California Edison,
which gives sixth grade students a
hands-on energy efficiency learning
experience every May, once again
celebrated success this year and is
already looking ahead to 2011.
This year the students were given
their energy and water efficiency
kits, which are now recognizable to
many in the community due to the
program’s success in the four years
since its original implementation.
The students take the kits home
and encourage their parents to help
them install the items such as lowflow shower heads and faucets.
“Nineteen percent of the
energy used in California goes to
producing drinking water (wells,
dams, etc.) and getting it to our
faucets,” said Leslie O’Berry of the
High Sierra Energy Foundation.
“So by saving water we save tons of
energy, too!”
While the essence of the program
remains the same, (to help fill the
sixth-grade energy curriculum
requirements) aspects of the
program vary slightly each year.
“This year we had a jeopardy
competition,” O’Berry said. “We
held preliminaries and then
finals and quizzed kids on energy
essentials.”

During final jeopardy the students
celebrated with a pizza party.
The annual solar cooking contest
also took place and students
“cooked” chocolate-covered
strawberries in their own outdoor
ovens that were powered by the
sun’s rays.
Students were also given the
experience of taking a water cycle
field trip with MCWD, which
according to O’Berry is always the
most dramatic experience of the
LivingWise® program.
“We go to Lake Mary for surface
water and flow information, the
pumps stations for education on
how our water is purified, and then
end up at the wastewater treatment
plant to see what happens to our
water after it leaves our homes
as waste,” she said. The smells at
the plant offended one student’s
nostrils so much this year he wore a
mask, O’Berry added.
This year 66 percent of students
reported that after the LivingWise®
program their families changed the
way they used energy,” according to
O’Berry. Plus, the implementation
of the program and the items in the
kit 4,058 gallons of water and 451
kWh of electricity will be saved each
year.
Find out more about the
LivingWise® program by contacting
the High Sierra Energy Foundation
at 760.934.4650.

“We’ve been talking about it for
years,” said Snowcreek Resort’s
Director of Operations John Morris
of the company’s decision to
move forward with a multi-front
green assault in the 110 properties
it manages. Not only has the
company installed recycling bins
in the office, the bins from Sierra
Conservation Project have been
put in every one of the units as
well. The next step they have begun
to implement is using all green
cleaning products in the condos.
“The plan is to have all the
housekeeping products green by
the end of September,” Morris said.
Which means they are striving to
use products that are made with
less chemicals and more natural
derivitives such as citrus oil.
“These products have come a
long way from what they used
to be,” Morris said, referring to
original “green” products that
may have been better for the
environment but didn’t actually get
the cleaning job done.
“Some of us in the office as well as
the housekeepers have been testing
different products to find the best,”
he added.
And they won’t stop there. By the

Calendar
UPCOMING
Saturday, Sept. 25/

National Public Lands Day/SOS.
8:30 a.m. at U.S. 395/Obsidian
Dome parking area. Join Friends
of the Inyo and MLTPA in fixing up
campgrounds, trails and roads at
Glass Creek. www.friendsoftheinyo.
org.

Saturday, Sept. 25/

The Great Sierra River Cleanup. Join
Eastern Sierra Land Trust in being
part of the larger Coastal Cleanup
Day. Meet at Bishop Canal, right off
E. Line St. at 9 a.m. Questions: call
760.873.4554 or sarah@eslt.org.

Sunday, Oct. 3/

A Day with Jack Laws. Join celebrated
author, artist and nature educator
Jack Laws at the Laws Railroad

end of October they will be using
recycled paper products, including
toilet paper and paper towels.
“We are also working with
Mammoth Lakes Laundry to get
them to use green products when
they wash our linens,” he said.
The final piece of Snowcreek’s
puzzle is working with the
homeowners, as some can be
resistant to the changes, according
to Morris.
“Many don’t want fluorescent
light bulbs in the unit, so we’re
going through an education
process,” he said.
This process includes monthly
updates in the company’s
newsletter as well as Morris
keeping abreast of upcoming plans
for remodels so that Morris and
his staff can give owners more
information regarding Energy Star®
appliances and other ways to go
green.
Eventually Morris would even like
to explore environmentally friendly
carpets and paints for major unit
upgrades.
Morris would love to swap green
information with other businesses.
Contact him at 800.544.6007 or
jmorris@snowcreekresort.com.

UPCOMING
on wildlife interpretation, bird
sketching, drawing and painting.
www.esaudubon.org.

Thursday, Oct. 21/

Highway Cleanup. Join the Eastern
Sierra Land Trust as it maintains its
Adopt-a-Highway section of U.S.
395. This “do-good” activity is only
expected to take about one hour
with the help of several volunteers.
Volunteers will be rewarded with
homemade cookies afterward. RSVP
to sarah@eslt.org or 760.873.4554.

Wednesday, Nov. 3/

Stargazing Party. Eastern Sierra Land
Trust holds its second stargazing
party of the year. Star expert, Dave
Hardin, will lead the event. Drinks
and snacks will be provided.
Suggested donation of $10 for ESLT
members, $15 for non-members.
RSVP to sarah@eslt.org or call
760.873.4554.
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GREEN METROPOLIS

Book Review

By: David Owen, 2009
Riverhead/Penguin Books, 324 pp.

By Geisel

W

hen it comes to linking cities
and sustainability, what would
you think is the greenest of
them all? Portland, Ore.? Aspen or maybe Snowmass, Colo.? Nope. Not even
close, according to New Yorker magazine writer David Owen, who directly
challenges conventional environmental
thinking in his 2009 book, “Green Metropolis.” Owen does an exhaustive job
illustrating why, in addition to its other
well known attributes, New York City is
wonderful, environmentally, too.
Most Americans may perceive the
Big Apple as a crowded, trash-strewn
concrete jungle filled with automobile
and truck fumes ... your basic ecological
nightmare. But is that really the case?
Do residents in more urban-concentrated centers consume less oil, use less
electricity and water than the rest of us?
He thinks so, and lays out the data for
you to consider while he flabbergasts
you with fact after fact.
Did you know, for instance, that residents of Manhattan — the most densely
populated place in North America -—
rank first in public transit use and last
in greenhouse gas emissions? Did you
know that New Yorkers use gasoline at a
low rate (per capita) unmatched by the
country as a whole since the days of the
Model-T in the mid-1920s? According to
Owen, they do.
Why? Quite simply, they have to and
thus have adapted spectacularly well.
Breaking down numerous subtopics and
cross-applying them to everyday life in
New York City, Owen’s book is flat-out
astounding in its findings.
Urban sprawl, for example, has taken
people to outlying areas to escape what
was sold to them as the “hustle and
bustle” of the city, but in doing so has

vastly increased the carbon footprint
required to live there.
“When I was a boy [in Kansas City]
in the 1960s, my father and I ... used
to go camping on an undeveloped
piece of property on the outskirts of
the city,” Owen recalled. “During the
past 40 years, the city has radiated so
far beyond it, that today our old camping site, which is now part of an urban
residential neighborhood, could almost
be considered the center of town.”
It’s also glaringly ironic that with so
many major artery-clogging cars on the
road in super-sized sprawls such as Los
Angeles, that the automobile’s biggest
market when it was first introduced was
to rural buyers to help them get around
quicker and easier in farm country.
NYC is by no means the only place
that’s leading by example. Owen is quick
to point out other great achievements,
such as the bus system that became a
mass-transit success story in Curitiba,
Brazil.
By the same token, he’s also quick to
point out that the Chinese and Indians,
who are spending some of their newlyacquired wealth on cars and gasoline,
have the most to lose by following the
worst parts of our century-old example
when it comes to what he calls the “web
of wasteful infrastructure that high levels of individual mechanized mobility
lead affluent societies to create.”
Zoning, traffic calming, density, congestion, green building, the effects of
foreign markets, wind, solar and other
technologies ... all of these and more are
part of his deconstruction of why living
smaller and closer, and driving less, are
the real “keys to sustainability.”
He legibly lays out the problems we
face now and down the road regarding

the world’s oil supply and the global
petroleum economy, and critically analyzes alternative sources of fuel (ethanol) and their place (or not) in the world
market, including hydrogen.
Examples of the “law of unintended
consequences” are everywhere. One
of my personal favorites is this one in
Chapter 2. As Owen correctly points out,
the United States accounts for 44 percent of the world’s gasoline consumption, and one of the chief reasons is that
historically it’s always cost us relatively
less than much of the rest of the world.
He goes on to recall the gas price
spike of summer 2008, and relates paying more than $5 per gallon, at a time
in which many environmentalists were
calling for even more taxes and surcharges and even higher prices. Hybrid
cars and gas mileage became the topic
of countless water-cooler conversations.
“But ... increasing the fuel efficiency of a
car is mathematically indistinguishable
from lowering the price of its fuel; it’s
just fiddling with the other side of the
equation,” Owen writes.
“If doubling the cost of gas gives
drivers an environmentally valuable
incentive to drive less, then doubling
the efficiency of their cars makes that
incentive disappear.” A truism of Americans past and present, he contends, and
a conundrum that, given all the political posturing and preening that passes
for Congressional action in Washington
D.C., we’ll be wrestling with for years to
come.
And wait until you read his observations on how our society uses plastic

in just about everything. It’s a principal
component of the Apple laptop I’m typing this on right now ... and that’s just
one item. Trust me, you’ll look around
your space, amazed at the ocean of plastic you’re immersed in.
Owen provides historical context,
including the “lucky accidents” that
brought about Manhattan’s sensible
grid-based street system which has
given rise to what is arguably one of the
world’s leading “feet-first” cities, and
discusses what makes its subway system
the world’s most efficient to this day.
At the same time, he rather shockingly
shows us that one of the chief reasons
other cities fail when trying to institute
similar green or sustainable amenities
is that almost none of them use NYC
as a model. Most, in fact, dismiss it for
exactly the same reason mentioned
earlier: a stereotypical perception that’s
not based in reality.
Mammoth Lakes, for example, would
probably do well to at least study some
of what New York has done right. After
all, they’re not really all that different
when it comes to geography. Manhattan
and Mammoth have limited space available. Manhattan is almost completely
bounded by rivers, as Mammoth is
Forest Service land. Both have nowhere
to go but up, literally. It’s how to use
horizontal and vertical space that will
make the difference going forward.
Owen may not have all the answers
(some of the trends and changes he
writes about are ongoing or evolutionary in nature), but he makes you think.
He deftly conveys his critiques from the
perspective of a city-dweller, one who
fell victim to the lure of suburbia and
made what he freely admits was probably an ill-advised move from the city to
Connecticut.
From soccer moms to city planners,
Owen’s book is frankly applicable to
anyone who really wants to get their
brain working on sustainability or just
plain be more well-rounded about it.
“Green Metropolis” goes to great
lengths to outline that the most pressing problem we face at this point in our
assault on the world’s non-renewable
resources is hardly how to makes cities
more like the countryside. It’s how to
make settled places more like, well, New
York, and how we as Americans must
learn to meet environmental goals and
deal with realities that, like them or not,
we’ll eventually have to come to terms
with.
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behind her effort and mentored her.
By mid-June of this year, the Eastern
Sierra CSA was ready to take off.
“Ever since then I feel like I’ve been
riding on this thing’s coattails,” Pfeifer
said. “It keeps wanting to explode
and take off and I have to smother it
because it is only me and volunteers
right now.”
Though Pfeifer’s plate is full, Sierra
Bounty is not sustainable enough just
yet to actually pay her any money.
When shareholders cough up the $500
for their produce boxes the money
goes directly to the farmers so they get
something from the whole process.
Pfeifer pays her bills by working at
Petra’s and as a freelance artist. She’s
also taking classes at Cerro Coso.
Sierra Bounty’s Associate Executive
Director Kathy Hilimire has also been
a huge help and source of information
to Pfeifer along the way. Hilimire is
a UC Santa Cruz Ph.D candidate in
Agroecology.
Like many other non-profit
organizations, money for day-to-day
operations comes in from donations.
“We have a great group of donating
members,” Pfeifer said. She is
currently working on trying to gather
a small surplus of money so she has
something to start with next year.
Produce boxes are delivered every
two weeks to shareholders via the
black Subaru squad, nicknamed as
such because of the fleet of black
Subarus the volunteers and Pfeifer just
coincidentally all happened to own.
“Transportation is really our biggest
budget issue,” she explained. “We
are at capacity and it’s really not
sustainable.”
Sustainable or not, at this point
Pfeifer doesn’t have much of a choice
but to continue. “It’s overwhelming
to say the least, but the positive
reinforcement I’m getting from
everyone is great.”
The 2010 season, which wraps up
in October, offered 50 shareholder
spots at $500 each. As a shareholder,
participants received 10 produce
box deliveries over the course of the
summer. Boxes were handed out every
two weeks and included items such
as garlic, tomatoes, mixed greens,
squash, raspberries, corn and more.
In 2011, Pfeifer hopes to offer 60
shareholder spots but plans to have
one-third to one-half of those spots set
aside for low-income families. Mono
County will supply the families that
could most benefit from the boxes and
Sierra Bounty will sponsor the produce
to these households. The remaining

general public spots will be given out
through a lottery.
Pfeifer also hopes to tweak the
program next year by having deliveries
on a weekly basis.
“It’s difficult for shareholders to keep
the produce fresh for two weeks and
I’ve heard from a lot of people that
they would try to eat everything in
the first week in order avoid having to
waste anything,” Pfeifer said. Weekly
deliveries would contain a smaller
quantity of produce so the price would
not change too drastically, although
Pfeifer would not commit to prices for
2011 at this time.
Seven farms participated in the
CSA this year: Simis Ranch, Apple Hill
Ranch, Mono Lake Produce, Seismic
Gardens, Banner Springs Ranch,
Dennis Oakeshott, and Roger and
Monique Romero. Now that she is
beginning to gain their trust, more
farmers are willing to come to the
table and participate in Sierra Bounty
so Pfeifer hopes to be able to offer
even more produce variety in next
year’s boxes.
“A lot of farmers tend to plant what
grows easily,” Pfeifer said. But many
of them are stepping up to the plate
and willing to plant according to
Pfeifer’s needs. She hopes to get items
such as beets and eggplant, some of
her favorites, on the list for next year.
With a variety of geographic locations
on the Sierra Bounty route, different
items could be possible.
“The farthest south we went this
year was Big Pine and the farthest
north was the Mono Lake area,”
Pfeifer said. “The soils vary hugely just
between Mono City and Lee Vining,”
so you can imagine the difference
between those towns and Big Pine.
The success of Sierra Bounty can be
easily measured in the length of the
waitlist Pfeifer has acquired of those
people wanting to participate. This
year, besides the 50 shareholders,
Sierra Bounty also sold produce to
three local businesses: Stellar Brew,
Sierra Sundance and Petra’s.
“I would love the ability to supply
other restaurants that having been
asking but first I need more time and
volunteers,” Pfeifer said.
Until time and money begin falling
from the sky, Pfeifer will continue
putting one foot in front of the other in
an effort to keep Sierra Bounty moving
forward.
For more information, visit www.
SierraBounty.org.

large or small, that are quantifiable and
meaningful.”
Sometimes that means taking
practical, incremental steps. Broad,
sweeping changes, particularly where
the environment is concerned, can
get watered down. Reach can exceed
grasp, limiting the amount of success.
Cohen cited the joint Mammoth
Lakes Trails and Public Access and
Friends of the Inyo Summer of
Stewardship programs as a good
example of incrementalism. “That type
of project is great at accomplishing
things in a very localized, strategic
way,” he pointed out. “They go in, get
the work done, pack in, pack out ...
leave almost no footprint. Simple, one
thing at a time.”
He used the same modus operandi
when running the Tioga Pass Resort,
located on Highway 120 this side of
the park gate. He’s been an owner/
operator for the past eight years, and is
still actively involved in the business.
“It was built in the 1920s and there
was nothing green about it,” he
described. “We did a lot of little things
that really added up ... changed all 300
light bulbs from incandescent to CFL
... upgraded and modernized hot water
heaters … put in low flow and Energy
Star appliances.” Another big change:
eliminating many of the plastic
souvenirs in the Resort store. “You had
all this junk, typically made in China,
and the way I saw it, the footprint was
huge,” he assessed. “It was also hardly
representative in size or cost in both
green and human terms. Instead, we
brought in local art on consignment,
which is a lot nicer. It’s greener and a
lot more ethical,” he opined.
MMSA already has benefited
from a similar form of incremental
approach when it came to building
its LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design)-certified

cabin at Tamarack Lodge. “The initial
goal was Silver,” he related. “But as
the construction wore on, MMSA did
more than originally planned, and the
construction ended up qualifying as
Platinum.” (Eagle Lodge is planned
for LEED certification, though at what
level has yet to be determined.)
Cohen agrees there are challenges
to being environmental including
changing ingrained social habits.
Getting people to adjust to the
idea of being green, even in our
cutting edge state, arguably takes
time. “In California, there’s a strong
regulatory framework at the business
level, so that’s becoming more and
more systemic,” Cohen said. “On
an individual level, when it comes
to getting people to do something
as simple as recycling, we haven’t
completely broken the old mindset. We
need to keep reminding people that
small, individual actions matter, and
that everyone needs to be persistent on
an individual level. Things will never
recycle themselves, so as individuals
we need to not let up on our efforts.”
Then there’s perception of whatever
is the new green trend of the moment.
“Something’s in vogue, everyone
latches on to it, then it’s not the shiny
new toy anymore. It comes down
to getting people to be persistent in
taking meaningful actions. There
is room to make big, society-wide
actions too, but as a whole we all need
to individually and continuously take
the actions of which we are capable.”
The result, he said, will be the product
of those many small actions, with the
byproduct of setting the playing field
for grander actions.
“MMSA has a strong environmental
program, initiated in the late 1990s
under the pioneering leadership of
Lisa Isaacs,” he said. “My goal is to
revitalize the program.”

RESPONSIBLE FOR ALMOST 30% OF ALL HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY USE.:
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care of public lands
By Stacy Corless,
Friends of the Inyo

T

his land really is your land.
In a recent www.NYTimes.com
essay, writer Tim Egan talked
about spending time at his summer
home. It’s one he shares with you, me
and 310 other Americans — on 530 million acres, there’s plenty of room for all
of us, plus visitors:
Public land. We could put up our
tents and be lords of a manor that no
monarch could match. We could hike
in whatever direction our whims took
us, without fear of barbed wire or stares
backed by shotguns. We could raft into
frothy little streams, light out for even
bigger country, guided only by gravity.
Here in the Eastern Sierra, we can
revel in this bounty of open space like
lords and ladies of the manor: more
than 90 percent of the land in Mono
and Inyo counties is public. Sure, there
are rules for how we use it and what
we do there (for good reason, too), but
there aren’t ‘no trespassing’ signs.
Millions of people come to recreate
on Inyo National Forest lands every
year. The only thing that’s missing is

the ability (read: the money) to clean
up properly after a houseful of guests
in a busy summer. Like the dignified
but impoverished gentry in a Jane
Austen novel, we’re land poor. But as it
turns out, we don’t mind rolling up our
sleeves and doing the cleaning ourselves. In fact, we kind of like it.
This summer, over 300 people have
given their time to give back to their
summer home. From a Gull Lake trail
project that drew June Lake Loop
residents by the dozens to an unlikely
but effective partnership of Mammoth’s
cross country ski development team
and their coach plus a Mammoth Pack
Outfit wrangler and mule, all sorts of
residents and tourists picked up rakes,
shovels, loppers and trash bags to do
trail maintenance. Others gave up Saturday afternoons to lead interpretive
tours, teach bear awareness and help
hikers at trailheads. Some trekked into
the wilderness to build bridges and
causeways — hard labor they actually
considered “vacation.”
It doesn’t seem to be the free lunch

Thousand Island Lake
alone that makes these volunteers
smile. Giving back, apparently, feels
good. Says Nancy Fiddler, Mammoth’s
Nordic Competition and Development
Team coach: “We had a great time
today with Drew and Carole working
on the Duck Pass trail. I am so glad
we could work this out. We (the cross
country ski team) would like to help
out every summer on this type of project, so count us in!”
Hard-working agency staff appreciated the help. Deb Bayle, longtime
wilderness ranger at Thousand Island
Lake (one of the most heavily visited
spots in the Ansel Adams Wilderness)

PHOTO COURTESY FOI

said this about volunteer efforts: “YAY!
Thank you sooo much! The FOI crew
that spent a week at Thousand Island
Lake on Aug. 1-7, completed trail construction projects that greatly improve
the usability and safety of the trail on
the North side of Thousand Island
Lake. I enjoyed working (and eating
dinner) with the FOI crew and volunteers and greatly appreciated their
work and interest in the area.”
There’s one more opportunity to give
back this season: Sept. 25 is National
Public Lands Day. Visit friendsoftheinyo.org to get details, or read the calendar in this issue of The Green Sheet.

LIVING GREEN WITH TAMMY HOOPER

GROWING TREND FOR FARMERS & GARDENERS
By Hooper

“

You sure do like tomatoes,” a
neighbor, passing by with her
yellow lab said while admiring
this year’s new vegetable garden at
my home that is currently overflowing with beefsteak, cheery yellow
cherry, plum, Romas, Brandywine,
German greens, sweet 100s, grape,
heirlooms and Early Girls.
The raised bed is about 20-feet
wide by 30-feet long, bound by
railroad ties and deer fencing, set
just behind our home where there
was once only sage and bitter brush.
While I do, indeed, like tomatoes,
I also grow a wide variety of other
organically cultivated vegetables. All
of which are producing enough food
that our friends and family are lucky
enough to get baskets of produce
twice a week.
The neighbor’s expression brightened as I passed her a handful of
the sweetest, grape-sized red rubies.
“Wow, they’re amazing … like
candy,” she said with a smile. “You

should open a fruit stand!” When
you mention homegrown tomatoes,
most people instantly begin to crave
that taste, which only plant and vine
ripened fruit and vegetables offer.
Some purists hold that the difference between farming and gardening
is whether or not the crops are sold.
Either way, the increase of households in our area that are ‘home’
growing signifies a new trend that
goes beyond the hobby of backyard
gardening.
In my own home, we’ve made a
family agreement that we would
shop locally first, and then elsewhere
second. We identified some of the
green grocery stores, farms, ranches
and fruit stands within approximately 100 miles of our home. Our
efforts proved to be rewarding and
worth sharing with the neighbors.
Here are a few of our favorites for
your consideration:
Montgomery Creek Ranch, Bishop Natural grass fed beef

The Meat House, Bishop – Organic
game, beef, fowl, eggs
Banner Springs Ranch, Crowley
Lake/Benton - Organic garlic, vegetable, hops
Apple Hill Ranch, Wilkerson – “Pick
your own,” organic fruit trees, eggs,
herbs, vegetables
Mono Market, Lee Vining – Organic
grocery store items		
Manor Market, Bishop – Organic
wine, beer, meat, fowl, eggs, cheese,
vitamins, fruit, vegetable, spices, coffee, local vendor
Mammoth Brewing Company,
Mammoth Lakes – “Locally Harvested Hops” organic beer
Crowley Lake Store, Crowley Lake –
Organic Wine, Dog Food
Farmer’s Markets, Mammoth Wednesday on Main Street, Bishop
- Saturday, Bishop Park
Looney Bean, Mammoth – Organic
teas and coffees
Sierra Sundance Earth Foods, Mammoth – Organic grocery store

Holms Health Haven, Bishop –
Organic grocery store
When you can, shop locally for
your food and co-op as often as possible.
Editor’s Note: There are many
shops in the Eastern Sierra where
you can shop locally and green. Use
this list as a starting point and add
your own faves.
Also, congratulations to Tammy
who was the recent recipient of the
National Association of REALTORS®
Green Designation, the only green
real estate professional designation
recognized by NAR. Hooper achieved
this designation by completing 118
hours of coursework and being
trained specifically in what makes a
property green.
Tammy Hooper is an eco-broker
and licensed sales associate with
Resort Property Realty, Inc. Look for
“Living Green with Tammy Hooper,”
in “The Green Sheet.” E-mail her at
tammy@rockstarrealestate.com and
visit www.rockstarrealestate.com.
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TEST YOUR MAMMOTH KNOWLEDGE
By Bill Taylor
MLTPA Board Member

O

ver the years, as a “local”
and former Forest Service
employee, I have often been
approached by visitors or other Mammoth residents with questions about
the area and its environment. They
have ranged from “Where are the tar
pits with the Mammoths in them?”
to “Do flying squirrels really exist?”
Mammoth is a fascinating place with
varied natural and human environments. Visitors are always curious
about what is here and they look to us
to help them learn new things as part
of a rewarding vacation. The ability to
interact with the environment in an
intimate way makes Mammoth a great
place to live and visit, but how much
do we really know about what is here
now and how that may have changed
over the last century and a half?
The first value of the Community
Vision of the Town of Mammoth
Lakes says that we are stewards of the
natural environment and that part
of that stewardship includes educating our visitors. Most of us know a lot
about the place where we live, but the
opportunities for learning are endless
and the knowledge can be both fun
and useful.

Following is a list of questions about
the area. They cover just a few aspects
of Mammoth’s natural and human
environment. How many can you
answer?
Natural History
• How many native conifer species
can be found within the town limits of
Mammoth Lakes?
• Where is the best place to see bald
eagles in the Mammoth area and at
what time of year are you most likely
to see them?
• What types of rock can you see in
and around Mammoth? Which are the
youngest and which are the oldest?
• What geographic area is the Town of
Mammoth Lakes in, the Great Basin or
the Sierra Nevada? Why?
• Where can you find fossils in the
area?
• What is the soil in your garden made
of and how does it affect what you
grow?
• How many introduced species of
plants and animals do you regularly see in Mammoth? Where did
they come from and how have they
changed our environment? Are any
invasive, do they take over from native

species?
• How was Mammoth’s natural environment different 150 years ago? How
might it be different 150 years from
now?
• Which pine seeds are edible?
Human History
• How long have people lived in the
Eastern Sierra? Did they alter the local
environment?
• How does Mammoth’s natural
environment look different today
from how it looked before the late
nineteenth century? What caused the
changes?
• What minerals were mined in the
area besides gold and where?
• When did rope tows first start being
used for skiing in the Eastern Sierra
and where were they? Can you still see
remnants of those operations?
Climate and Resources
• How much precipitation falls at
Mammoth Pass, the Visitor Center,
and the airport? Why is it different?
• Where does your electricity come
from?
• Where does your water come from
and where does it go when you are

done with it?
• Where does your trash go?
• What is your carbon footprint and
what are the major contributors to
that footprint? How would it be different if you lived in a different part of the
country or in another country?
There is no single best source for
learning about the local environment.
The Internet, the library, the Forest Service Visitor Center, and your
friends are all good sources. The Laws
Field Guide to the Sierra Nevada and
Genny Smith’s Mammoth Lakes Sierra
provide starting points for plant and
animal identification and local history
and activities.
Asking questions about a place,
seeking answers, and sharing those
answers with others is fun and
rewarding. There is an infinite amount
to learn.
To encourage you to look into to
these questions, Mammoth Lakes
Trails and Public Access is going to
hold a raffle. Send your answers to
Billtaylor@mltpa.org by Dec. 1 and
enter your name for a chance to win a
MLTPA T-shirt or other prizes. Creative
answers and additional questions are
welcome.

Envelope the sun and warm your water
By Pete Mokler
Architect LEED A.P.

R

enewable energy systems are
in your future. The legislators
in Sacramento continue to
guarantee that.
When we finally have a healthy
economy again, building codes,
standards and goals will be on the
books that are intended to make new
buildings and remodels more energy
efficient and healthy for the people
living inside.
Nearly forgotten in this rush to
disconnect from nuclear, coal and
natural gas fired power plants,
however, is solar thermal. That
means solar hot water systems, just
like the one that’s been on your
grandmother’s house since 1978.
Solar thermal refers to the direct
conversion of sunlight to heat. Solar
collectors used in solar hot water
systems transform short wavelengths
of light into long wavelengths and
trap this energy in the form of heat
which is transferred and transported
into a heat storage vault.

Why is there such interest and
attention paid to renewable power
systems and not hot water? The
technology involved in heating water
on a roof has been around for more
than 100 years. New systems are
available that receive tax credits and
rebates, pay off in shorter times, and
cost less (in equivalent energy) than
their electricity generating cousins.
The reason is a hangover, and I
don’t mean the one you have from last
night’s Village pub crawl.
The hangover is a black eye the
solar thermal industry gave itself
in the 1970s and 1980s. The Carter
administration wanted to promote
renewable energy, which in those
days really meant hot water and a
little experimental photovoltaic.
They offered a whopping 40 percent
tax credit on systems up to $10,000.
Miraculously, systems began
appearing across the fruited plain that
all cost, oh, (you guessed it) $10,000.
No standards were available for

these systems so if you had some
plywood, spray paint and garden
hose you were in business! The solar
charlatans who grew fat in those
days on high inflation and scarce
energy left us with countless unhappy
homeowners who have spent the
decades since dismissing solar hot
water as a pie-in-the-sky boondoggle
crafted by hippies in garages with
tattered tie-dye shirts and Grateful
Dead records.
They were correct, that is exactly
what it was, which is why the tax
credit was abruptly ended by the
Reagan Administration in 1986.
The trouble was that a perfectly
viable source of energy was thrown
out with our clipper and razor
challenged friends.
Systems today are completely
different. They are safe, durable,
efficient and cost effective, and built
to standards expected of 21st century
manufacturers.
There is now testing and

certification required for collectors
and systems to qualify for today’s
federal tax credit of 30 percent.
In Reno, Nev., a new company is
redefining how solar thermal works.
Auguste Lemaire of Sunvelope™ Solar
has devised a system that abandons
the old tube and fin arrangement
for one that spreads a sheet of fluid
across the entire face of the collector:
a solar envelope, or Sunvelope™ as
he calls it.
State-of-the-art tooling can create
solar panels in different shapes, sizes
and colors. Architects and designers
can build these systems into other
building components such as window
shades or deck rails.
This system can work in any
climate, even Mammoth’s, where
sunshine is still abundant even in
winter months.
So why not start over and take
another look at solar thermal?
More info: visit www.sunvelope.
com.
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